
A high standard of accuracy has been sought in the preparation of this buying guide. We apologize 
for, but will not be bound by or responsible for, errors and omissions in this buying guide. 

Not all products may be available in all stores. See what is available at your local store by visiting  
IKEA-USA.com. For more detailed product information, see the price tag or visit  
IKEA-USA.com. All products shown require assembly.

Everyone deserves a refreshing shower
The IKEA showers are fully coordinated, with everything you need  
for a great shower experience: thermostatic faucets, head and hand 
showers with different spray functions and bathroom accessories,  
all in the same family. All IKEA showers are equipped with water  
and energy-efficient shower heads and hand showers. This is achieved 
by having a flow regulator, which reduces the water flow. You’ll save  
up to 30% water and energy compared to a shower without a flow 
regulator. Everyone deserves a refreshing shower experience every 
day. What can be more revitalizing than knowing you can save water 
(and money on your water and energy bills) at the same time? Just 
pick and choose the shower function you need in your bathroom.
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DESIGN
H Preutz/N Karlsson

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
Clean with a soft cloth dampened 
with water and a mild dish 
detergent or soap. Never use 
scouring powder, steel wool  
or a detergent that is calcium  
dissolving, sour or contains  
alcohol or an abrasive. Rinse  
with water and dry/polish with  
a clean dry cloth. To remove larger 
limescale deposits — use diluted, 
ordinary white vinegar and rinse 
with water.

GOOD TO KNOW
Wall fittings are provided with 
the product. If you are uncertain 
about the installation, contact  
a professional. The installation 
should be made in accordance  
with valid local building and 
plumbing regulations.

SAFETY
The thermostatic faucet is pre-set 
to a safety stop temperature of 
100°F. Since operating conditions 
in each supply system varies, it 
might be necessary to calibrate 
the faucet according to the service 
and installation instructions.

All thermostatic shower faucets 
include a free 10-year limited  
warranty For details see 
IKEA-USA.com/warranty

All the riser rails, head/
hand showers and hoses 
include a 3-year limited 
warranty. For details see 
IKEA-USA.com/warranty

Bathroom showers



HOW TO CHOOSE
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3. Finally, if you are planning to update your entire shower  
area then you can choose one of the IKEA thermostatic 
shower sets that includes all the functions you need for a 
de-stressing and relaxing shower experience. IKEA shower 
sets include thermostatic shower and bath/shower faucets 
so they are a perfect fit both for a bath tub and shower walls. 
You can complete your new shower with faucets and towel 
accessories from the same product family for a full style 
coordination of your bathroom. BROGRUND and VOXNAN 
series feature a complete range of showers, faucets and 
bathroom accessories that will make your bathroom 
uniquely you. 

1. Here are a few practical steps to help you choose the right 
product for a great shower experience. Before the purchase 
consider what shower needs you have in your bathroom.  
Do you need to refresh an existing shower set? Then you 
may choose a riser rail with hand shower kit and wall outlet. 
All IKEA riser rail kits are compatible with any shower faucet 
of another manufacturer. The shower kits come in three  
different families — VALLAMOSSE, BROGRUND and VOXNAN, 
just pick the one that suits your style and bathroom best. 

2. In case if you want to revitalize your existing shower you can 
choose to change the hand shower or the shower hose. IKEA 
shower series offer a wide variety of head and hand showers 
that come with different spray functions. You can choose 
between 1 and 5 spray function heads. The head/hand 
shower with full spray function gives a wide and even  
coverage for a relaxing shower experience. The mesh  
spray function boosts the force of the water spray which  
is perfect for rinsing thick hair. The massage spray function 
varies the water flow from soft to hard for an invigorating 
experience that takes away the tension. The mist spray  
function produces fine droplets of water that feel gentle, 
soft and relaxing. With the 5-spray head/hand shower 
you can alternate between full, mist or massage sprays, 
or choose your favorite combination of full/mist or full/
massage, giving you even more alternatives for a  
relaxing shower. 
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ALL THE PARTS

VOXNAN Bath/shower set with thermostatic faucet 
Shower head Ø3½". Thermostatic faucet Ø7". Spout D6½".  

Chrome-plated finish 003.426.21

VOXNAN Riser rail with hand shower and wall outlet 
Hand shower Ø3½". Riser rail H26¾".

Chrome-plated finish 603.426.23 

VOXNAN Single-spray shower head with arm  
Shower head Ø7¾, D21¼".

Chrome-plated finish 403.724.23

VOXNAN 5-spray shower head  
Shower head Ø4". 

Chrome-plated finish 203.517.99 

VOXNAN 5-spray hand shower  
Hand shower Ø4¼". 

Chrome-plated finish 603.518.01 

LILLREVET Single-spray hand shower  
Hand shower Ø3¼". 

White 503.426.33

LILLREVET Shower hose L59". 

White 004.084.38

KOLSJÖN Shower hose L59".

Chrome-plated finish 803.518.00

KOLSJÖN Hand shower mounting bracket W2×D2". 

Chrome-plated finish  303.905.02

TISKEN Handheld shower holder with suction cup 
W2¼×D3¼×H4".

White 504.003.07

VALLAMOSSE Riser rail with hand shower and wall 
outlet Hand shower Ø3¼". Riser rail H24½".

Chrome-plated finish 703.519.33 

VALLAMOSSE Single-spray hand shower  
Hand shower Ø3¼".

Chrome-plated finish 503.519.34 

BROGRUND Shower set with thermostatic faucet  
Shower head Ø3½". Thermostatic faucet Ø7".

Chrome-plated finish   103.426.25  

BROGRUND Bath/shower set with thermostatic faucet 
Shower head  Ø3½". Thermostatic faucet Ø7". Spout D6½".  

Chrome-plated finish   903.426.26

BROGRUND Riser rail with hand shower and wall outlet 
Hand shower Ø3½". Riser rail height 25½".

Chrome-plated finish 503.426.28 

BROGRUND Single-spray shower head with arm  
Shower head Ø7¾". D21¼".

Chrome-plated finish 503.858.73

BROGRUND Single-spray shower head  
Shower head Ø3½".  

Chrome-plated finish 904.639.39 

BROGRUND 5-spray shower head  
Shower head Ø4". 

Chrome-plated finish 003.517.95 

BROGRUND 5-spray hand shower 
Hand shower Ø4". 

Chrome-plated finish 603.517.97

VOXNAN Shower set with thermostatic faucet  
Shower head Ø3½". Thermostatic faucet Ø7".

Chrome-plated finish 803.426.22

All thermostatic shower faucets include a free 10-year limited warranty and all the riser rails, head/hand showers and hoses include  
a free 3-year limited warranty. For details see IKEA-USA.com/warranty
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VOXNAN Tall faucet H11¾".  

Chrome-plated brass 603.430.62

VOXNAN Faucet H7⅛".

Chrome-plated brass 303.430.92

VOXNAN Towel rail L26½".

Chrome-plated finish 603.285.99

VOXNAN Towel holder, 3 bars Extendable bars. 
L17¾-25½".

Stainless steel/  
chrome-plated zinc 204.345.49

FAUCETS AND TOWEL ACCESSORIES
All bathroom faucets have a 10-year limited warranty. For details see IKEA-USA.com/warranty

BROGRUND Tall faucet H11".

Chrome-plated brass 003.430.98

BROGRUND Faucet H6¾".

Chrome-plated brass 503.430.86

BROGRUND Towel rail L26½".

Stainless steel 303.285.34

BROGRUND Towel holder, 3 bars Extendable bars. 
L17-24¾".

Stainless steel 604.267.07

BROGRUND Hooks

Stainless steel 603.285.42 2pk

BROGRUND Corner wall shelf unit W7½×D7½×H22¾".

Stainless steel 304.089.79


